
Class Notes: January 26, 2010

Stable Matching (Continued)

Instabilities in a matching come from blocking pairs (also called Mutually Cheating Hearts)
We want to find a matching without any Mutually Cheating Hearts.

Our Gale-Shepley application: Each day, universities propose to their top new match, and
the new match either says “maybe” (temporary “yes”) or “no”.

Improvement Lemma: Any candidate with an offer will have an offer from then on.

Corollary 1: Every candidate will accept the absolute best offer they recieve. (This is an
advantage for the candidates)

Corollary 2: No university can be rejected by all candidates.

Corollary 3: A matching is always achieved by Gale-Shepley.

Theorem 1: The pairing produced by Gale-Shepley is stable.
Proof: (by contradiction)

Suppose that USC (University) and Adleman (Candidate) are Mutually Cheating Hearts.
Then USC prefers Adleman to its current match, Lee. Then USC must have offered Adleman
the job before Lee, so Adleman must have rejected USC in favor of another university. #
This is a contradiction, so this situation can never arise out of a Gale-Shepley matching.

q.e.d.

Candidate’s advantage - Power to Reject: Each candidate will accept its absolute best offer.
University’s advantage - Power to Choose: Universities can determine when and whom to

make offers to.

Def. Optimal candidate for USC: The best (highest ranked) candidate that USC can get in
any stable matching.
Def. Pessimal candidate for USC: The worst (lowest ranked) candidate that USC can get in
any stable matching.
Def. University-optimal: Every university gets its optimal candidate.
Def. University-pessimal: Every university gets its pessimal candidate.
(*) Similiar definitions exist for candidates, in addition to universities.

Theorem 2: Gale-Shepley produces a university-optimal outcome.
Proof: (by contradiction)

Suppose some university was rejected by its optimal candidate. In particular (and without
loss of generality), we can say that UCLA was the first university to be rejected by its optimal
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candidate, Adleman, who rejected UCLA in favor of USC. Since UCLA was the first to be
rejected by its optimal candidate, then USC must like Adleman as much as or more than
USC’s own optimal candidate.
Since Adleman is UCLA’s optimal candidate, there must exist some stable matching where
UCLA and Adleman are matched. In such a matching, USC and Adleman are not matched,
but USC prefers Adleman to its own match (USC’s optimal candidate) and Adleman prefers
USC to UCLA. This implies that USC and Adleman are Mutually Cheating Hearts. #
This is a contradiction, because Gale-Shepley matchings are stable, and do not have any
instabilities. Therefore, no university can be rejected by its optimal candidate.

q.e.d.

Theorem 3: Gale-Shepley produces a candidate-pessimal outcome.

Asymptotic Notation

The philosophy of using Asymptotic Notation is to estimate the growth of leading terms
without being bogged down by lower order terms.

Complexity functions T (n) map from the input size to complexity (measured in running
time, number of steps, space required, or some other relevant measure)

Def. T1(n) = O(T2(n)) if ∃ constants no, c > 0, and b ∈ R such that ∀n > no,

T1(n) < c · T2(n) + b

Def. T1(n) = Ω(T2(n)) if ∃ constants no, c > 0, and b ∈ R such that ∀n > no,

T1(n) > c · T2(n) + b

Def. T1(n) = Θ(T2(n)) if ∃ constants no, c1 > 0, c2 > 0, b1 ∈ R and b2 ∈ R such that
∀n > no,

c1 · T2(n) + b1 ≤ T1(n) ≤ c2 · T2(n) + b2

Note: If both T1(n) = O(T2(n)) and T1(n) = Ω(T2(n)), then T1(n) = Θ(T2(n)).
Example: 2n2 ≤ 2n2 + n ≤ 3n2 =⇒ 2n2 + n = Θ(n2)

Sorting

Input is an array of numbers a[1], a[2], . . . , a[n]
Output is a permutation of those numbers:
Π : [1, . . . , n] 7−→ [1, . . . , n] such that a[Π(1)] ≤ a[Π(2)] ≤ · · · ≤ a[Π(n)]

The following is an example of an inefficient algorithm to sort n numbers:
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Define: A = a(1), . . . , a(n)

For i = 1 to n
Find the smallest element in A
Π(i) =MIN(A)

Delete A[i] from A
Endfor

or another way:

SORT[A]: if n = 1, Π(1) = 1
else Π(1) = min(A)

A = A/A(Π[1])
SORT[A]

Complexity:
T (1) = 1
T (2) = 1 + T (1)
T (3) = 2 + T (2)

...
T (n) = (n− 1) + T (n− 1)

T (n) = (n− 1) + T (n− 1)

= (n− 1) + (n− 2) + T (n− 2)

= (n− 1) + (n− 2) + · · ·+ 1

=
n(n− 1)

2

=
n2 − n

2
= Θ(n2 − n)

= Θ(n2)

Thus, TSORT (n) = Θ(n2)
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